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Audience Profile Questions  

! 
How many hope to improve student mobility?How many are more focused on options beyond student 
! 
Is English your first language?  Second?   Third or more?!  How many are aspiring Senior International Officers of small/
liberal arts institutions?

!  How many are active in an Education Abroad role? 
!  How many hope to improve student mobility?
!  How many are more focused on options beyond student 

mobility?
!  Is English your first language?  Second?   Third or more?



Although there is much to say about intercultural engagement 
beyond mobility at small institutions, we will focus on 
relationships and technology here today.  Participants will:

!  Rethink patterns for collaboration when renewing a 

Memorandum of Understanding or reaching out to a new 
institution

!  Consider ways of expanding the use of technology to deepen 
student intercultural engagement

!  Take away other additional strategies for internationalization 
at their institution from group sharing after the case studies 
presented

Overall Learning Objectives 



Lessons from a Moroccan University 
designed to be international:  Deepening 
Relationships 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete 
the image and then insert it again.



Learning Outcomes on Relationships 

!  Rethink what is possible to leverage

!  Brainstorm two or more ideas for your list of collaborative 
activities to achieve your goals

!  Paths to advance appreciation for international education in 
your institution / Provoking “Is that what you do?”



Goals for Collaboration  

No Substitute for 
Travel
Intercultural Skills



Virtual connections
Content
  – there are no limits
Context/dynamics of the encounter
  – set some parameters but allow for

                            magic, aha moments! 



What to Leverage? 

Why do/did you form a relationship with another small/liberal arts 
institution in another country?

•  Commonalities    (mission?   programs?)
•  Differences      (Saint Mary’s – AUI had a rough start)

First experience using technology linking classes in 
2004 
UW business sophomores - introductory business
AUI business seniors - capstone class

Topic: Recent US–Morocco Free Trade Agreement (FTA)



What was Learned? 

!  Students learned
•  About the FTA
•  Possibilities for local businesses
• How to adjust language usage

• Seniors rephrased/clarified for the sophomores
• Sophomores dropped slang, reduced speed

• Cornfields and camels (lack of)
•  Disrespect is in the eye of the beholder
• Wheat: bread or beer?



AUI Learned 

!  Expensive but worth it

•  Renting ISDN lines $2000 for 6 meetings/semester

•  Found money for the 2nd semester  and split costs for the 3rd 

•  Student used social media for the first time for academic purposes

•  Faculty resistance: fear of time and effort

•  Enhanced internationalization within an internationalized 

curriculum but locally relevant knowledge is also important

•  It always costs something





I Gained 

!  Enhanced skills as a facilitator of international education
•  Tech capabilities of AUI
•  Working with the others to see the value of an I.E.
•  Improved logistics and planning on all sides
•  Working with faculty to adjust syllabus/topics
•  Direct observation  of some student interactions

•  I should have pushed more faculty to sit in on sessions and 
documented more



Soliya since 2006 

!  Soliya.net – civil media
!  Now is easy to use

•  Faculty member truly believes in use and incorporates depending 
on classes

1)  Extra credit in one or more classes
2)  Project for entire class with small numbers < 10
3)  Project option for students 

•  Hard to implement because of tech problems and 
people

•  Several different time zones/ lunchtime
•  Dedicated bandwidth/senior admin support
•  Complicated communication, new people in central office
•  Student Learning is documented



Other Academic Experiences 

!  Champlain College Global Modules Project
•  Incorporated into core curriculum
•  Partners and faculty carefully selected

•  very different classes were paired 
•  Highly appreciated by AUI faculty for good coordination/

communication
•  Article at academiccommons.org,  September 2014
• Global Liberal Arts Alliance (GLAA) Connected Classrooms 

– recipient ACE/COIL award 2014
•  Case of Dennison University and the American University of 

Bulgaria teaching Intermediate German together at 
academiccommons.org,  August 2014 



Other Practical Connections 

• Online Meetings -- do not wait for NAFSA, EAIE, APAIE
•  New/prospective partners
•  Updates

•  Student Encounters
•  Pre-departure for Americans -  ask Moroccan students who have 

already studied abroad to field questions
•  Jan 2015 Students from the American University School of 

International Service requested virtual exchange to enhance linguistic 
and cultural skills as future diplomats

•  Enhancing Study Abroad Fairs – in planning stage
•  Increase student mobility to AUI from peers and partners



Relationships and Capacity Building 

!  Plans in development

•  Improve programming of residential life by connecting experienced 
RAs and staff at partners to new/inexperienced RAs and housing 
staff at AUI

•  Enhance non-academic staff training for professional and cultural 
exchange to support international campus

•  Precede a week shadowing/observation experience with a more structured 
virtual exchange 4-6 months before travel to the partner’s campus

•  Encourage accountants in Business Offices to make stronger 
communicative connections and improve customer service



Now What? 

!  See existing relationships in a new light

!  Start new ones on a broader base – reciprocity is important

!  Consider different path to your goals

!  Be braver to advance international education at all levels and 
with everyone



Lessons from a US Liberal Arts College:  
Using Technology to Engage Students 
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Intentional intercultural  reflection while 
abroad through an on-line course 

home, so have increasing less time & willingness  to engage in deep, 
accidental immersion.  
!
!• Students are more reliant on social 
media to keep connections with 
home, so have increasing less time 
& willingness  to engage in deep, 
accidental immersion.  
!
!•  We have a variety of programs, some of which have an 

on-site coordinator, but many of which are direct 
enrollment where students immerse themselves based on 
their own willingness. !



develop learning strategies and skills for 

members.
" 

develop a deeper understanding of your 
experiences in the host culture
" articulate and value the intercultural skill-
set and new perspectives that you acquire 
while studying abroadinterpreting it, and interacting with its 
members.

" develop a deeper understanding of your 
experiences in the host culture

" articulate and value the intercultural skill-
set and new perspectives that you acquire 
while studying abroad



!  Each unit requires the completion of an essay and a blog 
posting, as well as some group  interaction via responses to 
blog posts.  

!  Essay submission and blog postings are scheduled in relation 
to the students’ arrival and departure  dates.  (there are pre-
departure essays in addition to while the student is in the host 
country) 
  

!  Students are required to post at least one response to a 
classmate’s or classmates’ blog  posting/s in each of the 5 
units.  



Successes 
 •  Integrating study abroad into our Gen Ed program

•  Creates an additional support system for students who are 
living abroad

•  Students report that the experience was enriched by the 
reflection

•  We have been able to also offer the course to our degree 
seeking international students on the home campus.  



Challenges 
•  The asynchronous dates of study abroad are very difficult 

for the teaching faculty.  

• Chasing down that one student

•  The level of written feedback needed to keep the student 
engaged

•  Students in English speaking programs have said that the 
curriculum doesn’t match their experience. 

•  There is immense pressure to give almost immediate 
feedback to students because they express crisis in their 
essays.  



!  Goal of thickening the strands of relationship:  Example of 
Irish exchange partnership adding on semester-break 
Education focused short-term exchange, choir visit, and now 
possible joint Master’s degree program


!  Advantages for small institutions:  We have more agility to 

move quickly and make the most of personal relationships; 
we need to work smart together to be effective

!  Challenges for small institutions:  getting past the good idea 
stage with very limited resources, and reliance on personal 
relationships (which can leave or sour)

A Few Lessons & Challenges on 
Partnerships at Small College 



!  Turn to your neighbor and share key challenges you are 
facing in deepening student intercultural engagement or 
internationalizing your institution beyond mobility

!  Then share any ideas for or successes you have had with 
leveraging relationships and technology in order to do so

!  Be ready to share one or two of each with the whole group in 
a brainstorming discussion

Challenges & More Takeaways for 
Leveraging Relationships & Technology 


